Introduction Very: few measurements have, been made of the ranges :of heavy ions in metals other than'.aluminum. To provide experimenters with aset of range-energy curves until more measurements are made, the experimental; range-energy relations for heavy ions in emulsions, have been used to calculate the ranges in several metals, frequently used by experimenters.
• ..
' . . Method of Calculation
'. .
The range of a heavy ion in a metal is related to the range of an a particle of the same, velocity by the equation
4M
•:
wher.e . ., .
R. range. of the heavy ion in a metal .
= range of an a particle in, the metal, . a,rn . , = mass of the heavy ion, .
•. .
-. 'Z il . . =. nuclear charge of:the heavy ion, . ,
R = ext,m a correction Ahat must be added to the first term in Eq. (1) to.accountfor the increase in range caused primarily by capture and loss of electrons by the ion near the end of its range.
Similarly the range of the heavy ion in nuclear emulsion is related.to the range of an a p3rticlein emulsion by Since the .average charge of an ion with a .given velocity is not a sensitive function of the material it is going through, A << 1 should be a good approximation.
This expression. has been used to calculate the ranges of C, N, 0, Ne, and A ions in Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, Au, and Pb. The data of Barkas ; E-ieckman, et al. were used for the ranges of heavy iOns in emulsion and of a particles in emulsion. 2 The ranges used for a. particles in metals were those of Whaling. 3 Whaling does not quote ranges of a. particles in Be. The ranges of heavy ions in Be were calculated from the ranges of protons, in Be. by using an expression analogous to Eq. (4). The rangeenergy data used for protons in Be were those of Bichsel, Mozeley, and Aron, 4 and the ranges in emulsion were taken from Heckman et al. and Barkas et al.
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Results
The range-energy data calculated from Eq. (4) are gi;ven in Tables I th.rough VI. The calculated curves for Be,. Al,. Cu, Ag, and. Au are plotted in Figs. 1 through 5 . In Figs. 6 through 17 theca].culated curves are compared with experiment for those cases for which experimental data are available, . The data of Walton and Hubbard,. Sikkeland, and Gilrmore are from stopping-power experiments dane with the heavy-ion accelerator at Berkeley. The stopping-power experiments can be used only to check the shape of the range curves in the high-energy region. The point where the exprimental data have been normalized to the calculated curves is indicated by a circle The data for stopping in Ni from the Yale expeiments of Rol and Steigeri are 7treated in the same way. Burcham, Northcliffé, and Zuckeret: also measured stopping power, but their nieasuréments extended to low enough energy that they can be extrapolated to zero to get an absolute value for the range, The data of Oganesian were Obtained from a paper by FlerOv1 No description of the experiments was given.
-6-UCRL-9053 . Range-energy relation for C' 2 ions in beryllium. Solid curve was calculated from emulsion data. Walton 1 s energy-loss data were fitted to the calcu3ated range curve at the pointcircled. 
